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In order to improve the city network mining method, the inter-cities’

connection strength, structure and density, and distribution patterns of city

network in the Yangtze River Economic Belt of China have been empirically

analyzed through the combined application of SNA method, “Dual-direction

time distance” modified gravity model and ArcGIS geographic visualization

method. The results show that the modified gravity model can better reveal

the interaction differences between cities and reflect the current and potential

economic, population and resource relations among cities. The city network

density of this area has positively close relationship with the regional economic

development level. The average value of degree centrality in the basin is high,

but the difference between cities is obvious. The “agglomeration effect” of the

central cities is significant, and the urban connections have an obvious cluster

structure, showing an “M” shaped spatial distribution along the Yangtze River;

The inner interaction strength of city network subgroups is high, but the

connection between subgroups is low. The law of “downstream >
midstream > upstream” also appears on the closeness centrality and

betweenness centrality. In the future, it is essential to improve the

integration and multi-level connections of urban agglomeration in the river

basin and form a development pattern of “downstream driving - midstream

transition - upstream connection”; strengthen the functions and connections of

central and subcentral cities.
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1 Introduction

City network mining is an important interdisciplinary research field of physics,

economics and geography [1, 2]. Under the joint promotion of economic globalization,

regional integration, transportation technology and information technology, relying on

certain geographical elements (large rivers, traffic trunk lines, and valleys along the
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mountains), cities of different scales, endowments and energy

levels are interconnected [3–5]. A composite transportation

network of highways, railways, water transport, air transport,

intercity rail transit and three-dimensional transportation within

the city has been gradually formed, and a complex information

system has been built [6, 7]. The efficiency of residents’

commuting, material transportation and information

transmission has been greatly improved, which has promoted

the cross regional flow of all kinds of production factors. The

interaction pattern of material, energy and wealth among cities

has become more complex [6]. A functional organic city network

with multi-level connection, multi-domain cooperation and

multi-path arrival has been formed. The comprehensive value

of city network development is an important indicator to identify

national and regional development patterns [7]. The mature city

network has also become the core growth pole that represents the

country to participate in global competition and compete for

high-end resources [8].

By 2021, China’s population reached 1.413 billion. The total

number of cities reached 572, the urban resident population was

914.25 million, and the urbanization rate exceeded 64.7%; the

urbanization rate of eight provinces exceeded 70%, the resident

population of 91 cities reached more than five million, and the

resident population of 18 cities exceeded 10million. According to

the great differences in location, functional positioning and

economic development level among the east, central and west

of China, the population flows from the west to the east, from the

inland to the coastal, from water deficient areas to water rich

areas, and from small cities to large cities. The resulting

consumption, investment and resource development have

affected the industrial agglomeration, diffusion and structural

and layout adjustment, forming the urban functional circles,

which center on megalopolis, connect several large cities

outward, and then expand and connect the surrounding cities

and towns [9]. These city networks, which are still evolving

rapidly, provide rare observation samples for the research in this

field.

For a long time, scholars have conducted systematic research

on the methods of city network structure mining, connection

strength measurement and core node identification [2, 10], and

comprehensively used the research tools of complex networks,

economics, management, sociology and regional science to

analysis the formation mechanism, inter connection

characteristics and influence mechanism of related factors of

city network [3, 4], which helps us understand the laws of

population migration and industrial distribution in the

process of regional integration. It also guides the construction

of regional transportation network, communication facilities and

the spatial layout of population, industry and ecology in the

planning [11]. However, most of the existing studies focus on

depicting a certain aspect of regional traffic links, population

migration, industrial transfer and division of labor, economic

structure complementarity and administrative jurisdiction. The

research on city network structure mining that from the

comprehensive viewpoint of economic, social and

transportation links and takes the possible differences of two-

directions link into account is almost ignored [12].

Cities in the big river basin are of a special type. On the one

hand, the resource sharing and ecological connection formed by

water resources connect the cities in the basin into a community

of interests [13]; on the other hand, the cities in the basin have

spontaneously formed economic and industrial complexes under

the organization of shipping links [14–16]. China’s Yangtze River

is a core economic belt with rich natural resources, superior

geographical conditions, dense population and industries.

However, the problem of uncoordinated urban development

and large economical gap between cities in this basin has not

been fundamentally solved, the living standards gap of residents

between cities has widened, and the destruction of the resources

and environment in the basin has intensified. The root cause is

the lack of overall planning for the development of the basin,

coupled with the imperfect transportation and information

network, resulting in the separation of urban division of labor

and the contradiction of functional positioning, which leads to

resource competition, excessive development and negative

environmental externalities [17]. In 2016, the State Council of

China approved the regional development strategy of “Yangtze

River Economic Belt” (According to the development planning

outline of the Yangtze River Economic Belt in 2016) [18]. The

guiding ideology of river basin development changed from

“development” to “protection”, forming a comprehensive

transportation network of “three horizontality, six verticality,

three networks and multiple points” [19]. The mining of city

network in the basin is helpful to guide the formulation of

development policies and the implementation of tasks.

The marginal contribution includes three aspects: First, the

city network mining method is improved by the combined

application of gravity model modified by dual-direction arrival

time, social network analysis (SNA) calculation method and

ArcGIS geographic visualization method. Second, the

economic and population scale (potential connection strength)

and commuting connection (actual connection degree) are

integrated in the measurement of city network connection. So

as to comprehensively reflect the economic, social and practical

connection ability between cities. Third, the city network of

11 provinces in the Yangtze River is measured, providing

guidance for formulating basin development plans and

policies, optimizing the industrial and population layout of

the basin, and improving the construction of inter town

transportation facilities.

2 Related works

Social network analysis (SNA) believes that social

connections can be quantified, so as to specify on social
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FIGURE 1
Resource and environment connection logic of basin cities.

FIGURE 2
The logical relationship between economy, population, transportation and city network.
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operation [20], which is widely used in sociology, psychology,

geography and other fields [8, 12]. Early studies focused on

explaining the principle of urban formation through social

network relations and exploring the network structure and

attributes within cities [21]. D. A. Smith and M. Timberlake

1995) designed the measurement technique of city network

relationship such as infrastructure method and labor flow

method [22]. Taylor [23] further proposed the Inter-locking

Network Model and designed the measurement method of

city network structure based on the data of urban business

and economic relations. Taylor et al. [24] proposed the

measurement methods of “absolute network relevance” and

“relative network relevance”. Pfliege [25] believed that the

existence and development of cities depend on the internal

composition network and external contact network. An et al.

[26] used analytic hierarchy process, spatial visualization and

SNA to analyze the spatial connection and grid pattern Urban

Agglomeration based on the comprehensive traffic information

flow. Zachary P. Neal [27] built the interlocking world city

network model (IWCNM) and proposed the decision network

FIGURE 3
Research scope and Spatial distribution of relevant provinces.

TABLE 1 Data source of this study.

Data Access unit

1) Commuting time by expressway Checking the map of Gaode, which is expressed by the point-to-point traffic time of
the city government office

Minutes

2) Commuting time by railway China 12,306 railway ticket purchasing network Minutes

3) Commuting time by water Checking the official website of Yangtze River Transportation Minutes

4) Economic and social development indicators Annual urban development statistics released by the Chinese government RMB 100 million yuan/10 thousand
people

5) Transfer experience of cities’ primary
officials among cities

Central and local government website and http://xinhuanet.com/ If there is transfer experience = 1;
otherwise = 0
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structure mining method and multi department network analysis

method.

Because of the connection generated by natural resources and

environment as well as the geographical proximity, cities in the

big river basin are the hot objects of city network mining. On the

basis of “flow space theory”, Wang et al. [28] comprehensively

applied the city flow intensity model to build an abstract city

association of factor flow. Gao et al. [29] and Li et al. [14] used

data envelopment analysis and gravity model to analyze the

characteristics of the population and economic connection of

cities in the Yangtze River basin. Wang et al. [15] used ArcGIS

software spatial analysis tools to calculate the distance and

mutual distance between cities and rivers as an indicator to

measure the link strength between cities.

Recently, city network structure analysis using SNA has

gradually increased [30–32]. Wu et al. [33] studied the

economic relations and integration trend of cities. Peng et al.

[34] analyzed the evolution characteristics of urban agglomeration

integration. In terms of city network structure identification, Zhao

et al. [35] explored the influencing factors of city network spatial

structure from the perspective of multi factor flow. Wu et al. [36],

based on the big data of transportation and information, analyzed

the outward connection network structure and influencing factors

of the urban agglomeration by SNA, SSI, modularity and other

methods. Sun et al. [37] analyzed the city network structure and

spatial pattern based on the high-speed railway transport data, and

identified the urban agglomeration characteristics by combining

the geographic network and the topological network.

FIGURE 4
City contact strength max-value distribution in the research area.
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At present, the overall city network in the Yangtze River

basin is less studied. Most studies only assess the strength of

inter city Linkages Based on specific aspects such as urban

transport links, population migration, industrial transfer,

economic structure complementarity, and administrative

and jurisdictional relations. Driven by the large-scale

construction of transportation, logistics and information

networks, the shortest arrival time between cities has

become the best indicator to measure the strength of

transportation links between cities in China, because it can

reveal more realistic indicators such as economic and

demographic links between cities. In addition, the exiting

studies mistakenly believe that the arrival time of two

directions between two cities should be the same, without

distinguishing the “two-directions difference” of inter-city

connections, and only one-way links are calculated. It is

wise to treat all cities as the same individuals and calculate

the connection strength in both directions.

3 Materials and methods

3.1 Theoretical analysis

The form of urban development is mainly manifested in the

transformation of population and industry into cities [38–40]:

Firstly, under the coordination of the central government, the

limited land resources and various natural resources carried by

FIGURE 5
City contact strength min-value distribution in the research area.
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the land are distributed administratively among the cities in the

basin. The scale of the bearing capacity of land space determines

the potential scale of residence, industry, consumption,

commuting, infrastructure and ecological environment, and

then determines the subordinate relationship of the functions

of the cities in the basin. Secondly, the distribution of rights to

water resources in the basin, including production and domestic

water and the recycling of water resources, determines the

initiation, maintenance and growth of urban production and

living activities. Third, the cities in the basin have a strong

ecological environment relationship. Any city will have

strongly external effects on the natural resources development

in the basin, therefore, it is essential to coordinate and cooperate

with each other. To sum up, the spatial adjacency, the

distribution of land resources, the sharing of water resources

and the ecological externalities jointly determine the competition

and cooperation relationship between the cities in the basin

(Figure 1).

Further, the links between cities are complex, and city

network mining needs to find the main indicators that reflect

the link strength. As shown in Figure 2, on the basis of resources

and environment connection, the connection between cities in

the basin is specifically manifested as measurable population

flow, economic cooperation and traffic connection [40].

Therefore, theoretically, the strength of functional connections

between the two cities should be determined by two aspects: first,

if the economy and population scale of cities are relatively large,

the potential for cooperation between them will be possibly

greater [41]. The second is the transportation connection

measured by commute time [42]. A developed transportation

network can significantly improve the commuting efficiency

between cities, thus facilitating the transformation of potential

links and cooperation between cities into reality. Measuring the

traffic links between cities can reflect comprehensive

information: first, the flow and interaction of various resource

elements between cities need the traffic network to provide

media; Secondly, the construction of the transport network is

also based on the past and present inter city cooperation needs. In

other words, a large number of cooperation needs are the main

driving force for the construction of the transport network.

Third, transportation connections show the current situation

and growing trend of economics, population size, and trade links

among cities in the future. Fourth, traffic connections also reflect

the policy intention of the state to combine cities and develop

urban agglomerations.

Most of the existing studies only describe the urban

connection from a certain aspect such as population

migration, enterprise cooperation, administrative

jurisdiction or railway, highway and transportation facilities

construction, while the economic, population and traffic

connections are not taken into comprehensive

consideration [43]. In addition, most of the urban traffic

connections are calculated by geographical spatial distance,

and it is believed that the strength of inter-city connections

has an inverse proportion to the geographical distance [44].

The thinking paradigm of previous research simply regards

the straight distance between two points on the plane as the

convenience of arrival between cities, which is divorced from

reality. This analysis method does not consider the blocking

effect of terrain and various geographical elements on

intercity commuting, nor the impact of human factors on

intercity commuting efficiency. For example, the development

of high-speed railway and aviation has had a subversive

impact on commuting efficiency. More importantly,

previous studies have not taken into account the

differences in the mutual influence between cities,

especially the differences in the two-way arrival time. At

present, the infrastructure construction of intercity high-

speed rail transit, expressway and civil aviation in the study

area is relatively complete. In view of the two-way link

difference between cities ignored in previous studies, this

paper constructs a matrix based on the shortest arrival time

of two directions between cities, integrates indicators such as

urban population and GDP, and modifies the

gravitational model. The purpose of this is to

comprehensively measure the existing and potential

population, trade, logistics and other links between cities

and the potential for cooperation. On this basis, the

structure and density of city functional network and the

importance of different functional nodes are measured by

using various indicators of SNA.

3.2 Research object and data

China’s Yangtze River, with a total length of 6,300 km, spans

the three major regions of southwest, central and east China. It

connects the three-river source ecological protection zone,

Chengdu-Chongqing urban agglomeration, central Yunnan

urban agglomeration, the middle reaches of the Yangtze River

urban agglomeration and the Yangtze River Delta Urban

Agglomeration. According to the Yangtze River Economic

Belt regional developing plan, all 102 cities in 11 provinces

are selected in this paper as research objects. The research

scope is shown in Figure 3. Calculation from the data of

2021 China Statistical Yearbook, the total area accounted for

21.5% of China, the total population accounted for 43.0%, and

the GDP accounted for 46.4%, while carried about 44.8% of the

local fiscal revenue, 43.5% of the number of authorized patents,

45.7% of the foreign trade import and export volume, and 82.2%

of foreign capital actually utilized of the whole nation, which is

the most important urban cluster in China.

Table 1 shows the source of the data used in this study. It

should be noted that, the shortest arrival time distance

represented is mainly determined by making a comparison of

various means of transportation including ships, cars, trains
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TABLE 2 TOP 60 of inter-city contact strength value in the research area.

Direction F1 (%) Rank of
F1

Direction of
connection

F2 (%) Rank of
F2

F1/F2

Shanghai-Suzhou 2.09 1 Suzhou-Shanghai 1.81 1 1.15

Chongqing-Chengdu 1.34 2 Chengdu-Chongqing 1.09 2 1.24

Nanjing-Shanghai 0.99 3 Shanghai-Nanjing 0.89 3 1.11

Shanghai-Wuxi 0.96 4 Wuxi-Shanghai 0.88 4 1.09

Wuxi-Suzhou 0.95 5 Suzhou-Wuxi 0.81 5 1.16

Shanghai-Changzhou 0.78 6 Changzhou-Shanghai 0.70 6 1.11

Shanghai-Nantong 0.62 7 Nantong-Shanghai 0.61 7 1.02

Meishan-Chengdu 0.58 8 Chengdu-Meishan 0.47 10 1.24

Deyang-Chengdu 0.57 9 Chengdu-Deyang 0.48 9 1.20

Hefei-Shanghai 0.55 10 Shanghai-Hefei 0.51 8 1.08

Huanggang-Wuhan 0.47 11 Wuhan-Huanggang 0.35 13 1.34

Chengdu-Mianyang 0.39 12 Mianyang-Chengdu 0.38 11 1.02

Suzhou-Nantong 0.37 13 Nantong-Suzhou 0.36 12 1.02

Changzhou-Suzhou 0.37 14 Suzhou-Changzhou 0.33 14 1.10

Ziyang-Chengdu 0.33 15 Chengdu-Ziyang 0.27 17 1.22

Chongqing-Nanchong 0.31 16 Nanchong-Chongqing 0.26 18 1.18

Wuhan-Xiaogan 0.31 17 Xiaogan-Wuhan 0.31 15 1.00

Nanjing-Suzhou 0.30 18 Suzhou-Nanjing 0.15 50 2.03

Leshan-Chengdu 0.30 19 Chengdu-Leshan 0.24 20 1.22

Chongqing-Guangan 0.28 20 Guangan-Chongqing 0.27 16 1.02

Chongqing-Luzhou 0.27 21 Luzhou-Chongqing 0.26 19 1.06

Nanjing-Hefei 0.27 22 Hefei-Nanjing 0.18 32 1.49

Shanghai-Zhenjiang 0.26 23 Zhenjiang-Shanghai 0.22 23 1.17

Shanghai-Wuhan 0.25 24 Wuhan-Shanghai 0.24 21 1.05

Wuxi-Changzhou 0.25 25 Changzhou-Wuxi 0.22 24 1.13

Wuxi-Nantong 0.24 26 Nantong-Wuxi 0.21 25 1.11

Wuhan-Hefei 0.24 27 Hefei-Wuhan 0.22 22 1.07

Changzhou-Nanjing 0.22 28 Nanjing-Changzhou 0.20 27 1.10

Shanghai-Chuzhou 0.22 29 Chuzhou-Shanghai 0.21 26 1.04

Chengdu-Neijiang 0.21 30 Neijiang-Chengdu 0.17 37 1.22

Chongqing-Dazhou 0.21 31 Dazhou-Chongqing 0.20 29 1.08

Yuxi-Kunming 0.21 32 Kunming-Yuxi 0.20 28 1.03

Shanghai-Taizhou 0.20 33 Taizhou-Shanghai 0.16 45 1.28

Chengdu-Yibin 0.20 34 Yibin-Chengdu 0.18 33 1.09

Chongqing-Suining 0.19 35 Suining-Chongqing 0.17 38 1.13

Nanjing-Wuhu 0.19 36 Wuhu-Nanjing 0.19 31 1.02

Liuan-Hefei 0.19 37 Hefei-Liuan 0.12 55 1.56

Yancheng-Shanghai 0.19 38 Shanghai-Yancheng 0.19 30 1.00

Chongqing-Neijiang 0.19 39 Neijiang-Chongqing 0.16 40 1.15

Mianyang-Deyang 0.18 40 Deyang-Mianyang 0.15 49 1.22

Wuhu-Hefei 0.18 41 Hefei-Wuhu 0.18 34 1.04

Qujing-Kunming 0.18 42 Kunming-Qujing 0.18 35 1.02

Shanghai-Xuzhou 0.18 43 Xuzhou-Shanghai 0.16 44 1.12

Zhenjiang-Yangzhou 0.18 44 Yangzhou-Zhenjiang 0.15 48 1.16

Chengdu-Nanchong 0.17 45 Nanchong-Chengdu 0.17 36 1.00

Shanghai-Yangzhou 0.17 46 Yangzhou-Shanghai 0.17 39 1.03

Nanjing-Wuxi 0.17 47 Wuxi-Nanjing 0.15 46 1.10

(Continued on following page)
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between sample cities. However, airplane is not taken into

account for four reasons: ① High-speed rail and expressway

in Yangtze River Economic Belt is far more developed than air

transport, with high-speed trains generally easily reaching

250–350 km/h, while there is a big gap in the development

level of aviation industry in the basin. ② In China, the cost

of flying is much higher than that of road and rail commuting.

Most Chinese residents rarely choose to travel by air. ③

According to the estimation of the urban transport data of

both passengers and freight of the Ministry of Transport of

China, passenger and cargo of freight traffic in the Yangtze River

Economic Belt merely accounts for about 2.64% of that on

expressway and railway. ④ It is known that flights are very

vulnerable to delays due to weather conditions, causing much

uncertainty in commute time. Thus, air transport cannot be

regarded as a common mode of transportation between cities in

the basin.

3.3 Dual-direction time distance modified
gravity model

The gravity model originally came from classical physics, as

Formula (1), the gravitational force between two objects that can

be regarded as particles is equal to the gravitational constant G

multiplied by the mass of two objects (M×m) and then divided by

R2, which represents the distance between two objects.

F � G × (M × m)
R2 (1)

In Social Sciences, with the appropriate adjustment of

definition of parameters and components, the basic form of

gravity model can be transformed into a powerful model for

analyzing and predicting spatial properties and interactions,

which can be used in the research of spatial layout, spatial

interaction (tourism, trade, population migration, etc.) and so

on [45]. The modified gravity model is as Formula (2):

Kij �
����
GiPi

√ ����
GjPj

√
T2

ij

; Kji �
����
GjPj

√ ����
GiPi

√
T2

ji

(2)

in which K represents the contact intensity; T represents the

shortest time distance; G represents the total economic output

value; p represents the population size. 10,302 and 5151pairs of

links between cities have been identified. Formula (3) is further

defined to find out the strongest and weakest relationship and

location ranking among these cities, in which, max(Rij, Rji) and
min(Rij, Rji) represent the strangest and weakest contact

intensity between cities; ∑n�78
i,j�1 Rij represents the total amount

of the contact intensity. Compared with the traditional method of

measuring urban links, the improved gravity model can

comprehensively measure the functional links between cities

and also reflect the differences between them.

F1 � max(Rij,Rji)/∑n�78
i,j�1 Rij; F2 � min(Rij,Rji)/∑n�78

j,i�1 Rji

(3)

3.4 City network structure mining
tools: SNA

The research hypothesis of SNA is that the operation of the

system is determined by the nature of nodes and the network

relations. By analyzing the structure, individual attributes and

overall attributes of the network, the overall function of the

TABLE 2 (Continued) TOP 60 of inter-city contact strength value in the research area.

Direction F1 (%) Rank of
F1

Direction of
connection

F2 (%) Rank of
F2

F1/F2

Shanghai-Wuhu 0.16 48 Wuhu-Shanghai 0.11 57 1.56

Nanjing-Chuzhou 0.16 49 Chuzhou-Nanjing’ 0.09 58 1.86

Wuhan-Huangshi 0.16 50 Huangshi-Wuhan 0.16 42 1.02

Yangzhou-Nanjing 0.16 51 Yangzhou-Nanjing 0.16 43 1.02

Ezhou-Huanggang 0.16 52 Huanggang-Ezhou 0.16 41 1.00

Suzhou-Hefei 0.16 53 Hefei-Suzhou 0.15 51 1.08

Shanghai-Bengbu 0.16 54 Bengbu-Shanghai 0.12 56 1.35

Chongqing-Yibin 0.15 55 Yibin-Chongqing 0.14 53 1.12

Hefei-Huainan 0.15 56 Huainan-Hefei 0.15 47 1.00

Chuzhou-Hefei 0.15 57 Hefei-Chuzhou 0.14 52 1.05

Nanchang-Shanghai 0.15 58 Shanghai-Nanchang 0.05 59 3.17

Wuhan-Xianning 0.15 59 Xianning-Wuhan 0.02 60 9.66

Suining-Chengdu 0.14 60 Chengdu-Suining 0.14 54 1.07
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FIGURE 6
Out-degree centrality value distribution in the research area.

FIGURE 7
Out-closeness centrality value distribution in the research area.
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FIGURE 8
In-degree centrality value distribution in the research area.

FIGURE 9
In-closeness centrality value distribution in the research area.
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system can be improved from the aspects of improving the role of

nodes and improving the network connection [46]. In this paper,

SNA is applied to describe both the network distribution of the

interconnection between cities and the importance of cities in the

network. This paper will analyze from three aspects as followed.

3.4.1 Centrality
1) Degree centrality The more external connections a node has,

the more important it is in the network composition. The

degree centrality can be expressed in matrix as formula (4):

Cd(Nij) � ∑n

i�1,i ≠ j
X ij; d(Nji) � ∑n

j�1,j ≠ i
Xji (4)

X indicates whether there is a direct connection between

node i and others. If there is a direct connection, it is one; if not, it

is 0. Obviously, the larger the Cd (Nij) and Cd (Nji), the more

important the node is in the network. When a certain weight is

given to the node, a weighted undirected graph is obtained.

∑n
i�1W is the weight of the connecting edge. Then the degree

centrality can be expressed as Formula (5):

Cd(Ni) � ∑n

i�1,i ≠ j
Wij (5)

In this study, degree centrality is divided into “out-degree

centrality” U’od(1) and “in-degree centrality” U’id(i), that are

shown in Formula (6). This indicator reflects the importance

of cities in the city network in terms of external and internal links.

U ’od(i) � ∑n

j�1X ij/(n − 1); U ’id(i) � ∑n

i�1Xji/(n − 1) (6)

2) Closeness centrality is shown following in Formula (7), d

is the shortest arrival time between two cities. This indicator is

mainly used to measure the proximity of a city to other cities

from a simple space-time distance, reflecting whether the

location of the city is easy to reach in the city network, that

is, whether it is easy to contact other nodes.

CCi � 1
di
; di � ∑N

j�1dij (7)

In this study, closeness centrality is also divided into “out-

closeness centrality” C’oc and “in-closeness centrality” C’ic, which

are shown following in Formula (8), in which, d(i,j) is the shortest

single-way arrival time between cities, respectively. These two

indicators measure the proximity of one city to other cities (the

ease of contact) and the proximity of other cities to this city (the

ease of contact) in the city network.

C’oc(i) � (n − 1)/∑n

j�1d(i, j); C’ic(i) � (n − 1)/∑n

j�1d(j.i)
(8)

3)Betweenness centrality is shown following in Formula (9),

in which, C’b(1) represents betweenness centrality. G is a value

calculating the number of shortest paths for one city contacting

FIGURE 10
Betweenness centrality value distribution in the research area.
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others. This indicator reflects the importance of a city as a

“connecting transit station” to communicate with other nodes

and as a functional exchange medium in the city network.

C’b(i) �
∑j< k gjk(cj)/gjk
(n − 1)(n − 2) (9)

3.4.2 Network density
The network density reflects the city network development

level. High network density means cities in the region are closely

connected, and the city network seems to be mature. Formula

(10) shows the network density calculating method, in which, D

is the network density;mmeans the exact number of connections

among cities in research scope, and n means the total number of

samples (cities in the research scope).

D � m/[n × (n − 1)] (10)

3.4.3 Cohesive subgroups
In the study of city networks, cities usually form clusters

because of their close and direct links, that is “internal cohesive

subgroups.” Cohesive subgroup analysis can generally deeply

analyze the city networks distribution structure and classify cities

with the same characteristics [43, 44]. In order to figure out the

cohesive subgroups of the city network which is in the research

area, a kind of network analysis software named UCINET

(version6.5) has been used in this research.

3.5 Research tools for inter-city officials
transfer networks

China is a unitary country, which implements the

governance system of “centralized leadership by the central

government—authorization to local governments to govern

all regions”. Through the performance evaluation, selection

and promotion system, local officials are encouraged to

improve work efficiency, innovate policies, compete for

development resources and strengthen urban construction.

Among the constituent factors of China’s city network, the

factor of local leadership is very special. The policies and

efforts of local officials will greatly affect the local economic

and social development [47]. First, since the reform and

opening-up, Chinese local officials have taken the

expansion of opening-up as an important means of

economic development. Attracting foreign and domestic

funds and expanding regional cooperation often rely on the

private social relations of local officials, mainly to cooperate

with their hometown or places where they have served [48].

On the other hand, China often transfers officials with

excellent performance from developed cities to less

developed provinces, makes more scientific developmentT
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FIGURE 11
City networks structure of the Yangtze River Basin area.

FIGURE 12
High network density value distribution shape in the Yangtze River Basin area.
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plans and policies for less developed cities, and implements

more efficient and powerful management behaviors. More

importantly, with the help of the interpersonal relations and

enterprise cooperation experience accumulated by excellent

officials in developed provinces and cities, cooperation

between cities and realization of the complementary

resource advantages between cities can be established.

Therefore, the transfer of officials between cities is also an

important factor to promote the formation of city

networks. Although the transfer of officials among cities in

the Yangtze River Basin has not yet formed a large-scale

network, which is difficult to be directly included in the

gravity model and SNA, this study takes the transfer of city

officials as a supplementary study to further reveal the

closeness of “political cooperation” and the potential social

connection potential between cities.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Intensity analyzing of dual-direction
economic connection between cities

Calculation Formulas 2 and 3 of the improved gravity model

are used to calculate the Dual-direction connection strength

between cities, and then the map of the Dual-direction

connection strength between cities is drawn with the aid of

Arc GIS10.2 software. Figure 4 shows the larger connection

FIGURE 13
Cohesive subgroups in the research area.
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TABLE 4 Cohesive subgroups of city networks in the research area.

Research area The 2nd class subgroup The 3rd class subgroup

Location of region Province list Definition of the subgroup

The Yangtze River
Basin

Northwest bank of middle
reaches

Upstream Yangtze River Delta Urban
Agglomerations

Sichuan, Tibet, Qinghai Adjoining District Urban
Agglomeration

Sichuan, Chongqing, and Eastern Tibet Urban
Agglomeration

Middle and upper reaches Yunnan, Western Tibet, and part of Qinghai Western Tibet-Qinghai Urban Agglomeration

Yunnan Urban Agglomeration

East bank of middle reaches Part of Triangle of Central China Hubei Adjoining District Urban Agglomeration

Hunan- Southwest Jiangxi Urban Agglomeration

Lower reaches Part of Yangtze River Delta Urban
Agglomerations

Anhui- Northeast Jiangxi Urban Agglomeration

Jiangsu-Shanghai Urban Agglomeration

FIGURE 14
Current Situation of cohesive subgroups in the research area.
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strength value F1 in each pair of urban connections, and Figure 5

shows the smaller connection strength value F2 in each pair of

urban connections. In order to make the illustration clearer,

Figure 4 and Figure 5 simply show the links with urban contact

strength values which are larger than 2000 million ×

10,000 people/minute2.

Table 2 shows the 60 pairs of city relations with the highest

connection strength and their reverse city relations among the

5,151 pairs of city links between cities:

First, the connections between the cities are mostly of little

difference in strength (in both directions), indicating that most

cities are of an equal relationship between each other of mutual

benefit and reciprocity. Almost all of F1/F2 are close to 1, and

most of them are higher than one mainly in regional central cities

such as Shanghai, Chongqing, Nanjing, Wuhan, Chengdu,

Suzhou, Wuxi, etc., indicating that these cities have

significantly stronger external connections than other cities,

with distinguishing feature of central cities obviously reflected.

Second, value differentiation of contact strength within

Yangtze River Economic Belt cities is more obvious.

“Shanghai-Suzhou” (2.09%) shows the highest value of the

contact strength between cities, which is almost twice the

value between the second-placed “Chongqing-Chengdu”

(1.34%). After the 10th place, the value of connection

strength between cities is already less than 0.5%. The top

five cities with the strongest connection with others are

Shanghai, Chongqing, Suzhou, Chengdu, and Wuhan.

Shigatse, Shannan, Nagqu, Nyingchi, Ali and other cities

have the lowest sum of connection strength values with

other cities, which is already less than one billion

yuan*10,000 people/min2. It is quite evident that the city

connection has an obvious cluster structure. The urban

clusters driven by the regional central cities are distributed

evenly in the river basin, the “agglomeration effect” of the

central cities is significant.

Third, the regional disparity in the connection strength

between cities is relatively obvious, showing the law of “city

connection in the lower reaches > city connection in the upper

and middle regions”. This is due to the fact that there are many

mountains and basins in the middle and upper reaches, and

topographic factors restrict the construction of economy,

population interaction and transportation facilities.

4.2 City network structure analyzing

4.2.1 Centrality result
After calculating the in-degree/out-degree centrality, in-

closeness/out-closeness centrality and betweenness centrality

in the region according to formulas (6) 8) and (9), the

following rules can be seen:

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the current situation of the out-

degree centrality and the out-closeness centrality in cities. The

averages of the two are 73.4 and 13.2% respectively, with a big

difference. It shows that although there seems to be not close

connection to each other, the radiation and driving effect

between cities is significant, which is gratifying. The out-

degree centrality of Shanghai, Wuhan, Chengdu, Kunming

and other cities is as high as or close to 95%, indicating that

these regional central cities have strong external connection

ability and high driving ability. There are many cities with

strong radiative driving force being evenly distributed in the

basin, which is good for the development of city network.

However, the differences in the out-degree centrality between

cities are also obvious. The cities in the lower reaches have the

highest andmore balanced out-degree centrality; and those in the

middle and upper reaches of metropolitan area such as

“Chengdu-Chongqing” and “Changsha-Zhuzhou-Xiangtan”

also have the high out-degree centrality, but the difference is

obvious. The external radiation capacity of Ya’an, Yingtan,

Jingdezhen and other cities is relatively weak.

From the perspective of urban attractiveness, the average in-

degree centrality and in-closeness centrality of sample cities are

73.4 and 13.2% respectively, and the difference is also obvious. It

can also be seen that the attraction of cities to resources is strong

with the support of factors such as transportation construction.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show that cities which are central cities

located in the downstream and midstream such as Shanghai,

Wuhan, and Chongqing have high in-degree centrality and in-

closeness centrality. Node cities in different flow segments have

good element transition and conduction effects.

The betweenness centrality of the city network in research

region is 16%, but the difference is very large, and the function of

the intermediary connection hub of the regional cities is

obviously different. Figure 10 shows that a few cities in the

midstream and upstream area can get a higher value of

betweenness centrality relatively. Chongqing, Wuhan,

Chengdu and Kunming have particularly prominent

intermediary functions. In contrast, the intermediary functions

around Wuhan, Shanghai and Suzhou are relatively scattered. It

shows only a few city connection nodes exist in these areas, and

the choice is not multiplied. Most surrounding cities can only rely

on the central city to establish connections. The “center-edge”

characteristic is obvious, and the urban agglomeration as a whole

still relies heavily on a few cities as a “media” to expand the

economic contact between cities. The betweenness centrality of

Shannan, Nagqu, Nyingchi, Haidong and other cities in Tibet is

0, suggesting that these cities are marginal in the network.

4.2.2 City network density
As a result from formula (10), the city network density whose

average value is as high as 72.67% in the research area is

calculated. Regions including the “Chengdu-Chongqing”

urban agglomeration and the metropolitan circles around

Wuhan, Nanjing, Nanchang, Hefei, and Shanghai score much

higher city network density relatively. The sum of connection
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FIGURE 15
Path diagram of inter-city official transfer in the research area.

FIGURE 16
Current situation of the amount of primary city officers transferred between cities in the research area.
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strength values between cities in these regions accounts for more

than 90% of the sum of the 5,151 pairs of connection strength

values among all cities in the research region. Table 3 shows that

the betweenness centrality of each urban agglomeration in the

Yangtze River Economic Belt is close to 90%, indicating relatively

high level of development connection and integration. The city

network density of sub-urban agglomerations is mostly higher

than that of the whole region, suggesting that the internal

economic and social connection is far stronger than the

overall contact intensity of the basin cities, and the connection

between the sub-urban agglomerations interaction needs to be

strengthened.

Figure 11 shows that the overall city network density in the

research area exhibits the characteristics of “balanced

distribution in north and south, dense in the east and sparse

in the west, high density along the river, and low density far

from the riverside”. The city network density in areas near the

river is significantly higher, indicating that rivers play a crucial

role during the formation of city networks. The network density

of central cities such as Chengdu, Chongqing, Wuhan,

Shanghai is significantly higher than that of other regions.

The characteristics of sub-centers such as Changsha,

Kunming and Nanchang are also obvious. The structure of

“center-subcenter” is clear, and is evenly distributed in the river

basin. The city network in the midstream region and that in its

lower reaches which is also called Yangtze River Delta tends to

converge.

Figure 12 shows that the city network density distribution in

the study area is basically consistent with the rivers, showing the

M-shaped distribution characteristic:

4.3 City cohesive subgroups result

As shown in Figure 13 and Table 4, there are of four kinds of

second class subgroups and eight kinds of third class subgroups

in the research scope recognized by UCINET software. The

urban subgroups in the basin show a trend of cross provincial

integration. The urban subgroups between Sichuan and

Chongqing, Hunan and Hubei, Anhui and Jiangxi, Jiangsu

and Shanghai are closely combined, and the connection

intensity within different subgroups is slightly different.

Figure 14 describes the spatial distribution of current

cohesive subgroups.

4.4 Transferring network result of city
officers between cities

As shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16, we used ArcGIS

software to draw the city level official transfer path in this

area from 2015 to 2020, reflecting the potential economic

cooperation and resource cooperation possibilities between

cities, which are promoted by official private social relations.

The results show that officials transfer between cities is

mainly within provinces. It is common for officials to be

transferred at the same post level between cities. Officials

transferred across provinces are usually at the same

level. Most of the job promotions occur when officials are

transferred from non-central cities to central cities. Non-

central cities also transfer officials to each other. Cities

which is the five largest number of officials transferred to

are Xining (16 transfers), Haidong (15 transfers), Ali (Tibet)

(14 transfers), Changdu (11 transfers) and

Lhasa (10 transfers), most of which are underdeveloped

cities in the basin. Local officials in Chengdu, Kunming,

Wuhan, Chongqing and Xining have been transferred to

backward cities more frequently. It reflects that the

government attach importance to the transfer of

outstanding officials to help the development of backward

cities.

5 Conclusion and suggestions

The “dual-direction time distance” modified gravity model

can better show interaction differences between cities, and

comprehensively reflect the possibility of real and potential

economic cooperation, population flow and resource

connection between cities. It has high application value for

the mining of regional city network structure.

The city network connection strength in the area has obvious

regional differentiation characteristics. The connection strength

between cities in the downstream area is higher than that in the

midstream and upstream area. The development level of the city

network is positively correlated with the level of regional

economic development. Because the level of economic

development determines the level of local fiscal revenue and

infrastructure construction capacity, at the same time, a larger

economic scale can also generate more economic cooperation,

which has a reverse role in promoting the strengthening of

regional inter city ties.

The average values of “out-degree centrality” and “in-

degree centrality” of the cities in the research area are high,

but the difference between cities is obvious, which also shows

the characteristics of “downstream area > middle and

upstream area”. Most dual-direction connection strength

between cities is generally equal, but that of the central city

to surrounding cities is dramatically higher than that of

surrounding cities to their central city, indicating that the

“agglomeration effect” of the central city is significant and the

central status is strong. The urban connection in the basin has

obvious cluster structure, and the urban agglomeration is

relatively mature and closely connected. The internal

connection strength of cohesive subgroups of cities is

strong, while the connection strength between cohesive
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subgroups of cities is relatively small. The cohesive subgroups

of cities generally present an “M” shape along the river.

The results show that the construction of urban transport

facilities in the river basin is generally in a satisfying condition,

though the shortcomings in the middle and upper reaches still

need to be made up. Chongqing, Chengdu, Kunming and other

cities are very important for the interaction between cities

within the region as well as in the connection between

regional cities and downstream developed areas. The

“center-edge” structure of urban agglomeration is more

obvious.

Based on the empirical analysis, there are some practical

suggestions proposed as followed:

First, the Yangtze River basin is of strong economic strength.

There are many central cities with strong radiative driving power,

which are evenly distributed in the river basin. Promoting the

integration of urban functional groups will be a key task. In the

near future, the 4 second-class subgroups of the city network may

be prioritized as plans of zoning for the construction of the city

network. First, strengthen the internal relations of the secondary

subgroups, vigorously develop the intercity railway, promote the

industrial echelon transfer and the uniform distribution of the

population. On this basis, gradually strengthen the

interconnection of various infrastructure between adjacent

subgroups. Nanchang in Jiangxi, Kunming in Yunnan and

Changsha in Hunan can be selected as key cities. Promote the

further integration of several major urban agglomerations, form

the urban development pattern of “downstream driving -

midstream transition - upstream connection”, and drive the

development of cities in the upstream such as central Yunnan

and the hinterland of Tibet area.

Second, further enhance the functions of central cities,

expand the radiation and driving capacity, and strengthen the

links between central cities. The central city plays an important

role in regional economic driving, function transmission

intermediary, and building a cooperation platform. The

construction of central cities can refer to the current

M-shaped distribution to build the core city chain in the

west-east direction of “Chengdu/Chongqing - Wuhan - Hefei

- Nanjing—Shanghai” connecting the upstream and downstream

areas, develop the sub central city chain of “Kunming -

Changsha—Nanchang”, and strengthen the links between the

north and south basin.

Third, give full play to China’s institutional advantages

can promote potential economic and resource development

cooperation by strengthening the mobilization of excellent

officials between developed and underdeveloped regions, so

that the development achievements and resource advantages

of different regions can be shared. Through the mobilization

of local officials, the use of private social contacts of officials

can enhance the potential complementarity between cities in

the river basin into reality, enhance the cross regional transfer

and cooperation of resource elements, and promote the

sharing of development achievements while improving

economic efficiency.

In the future, it will become a more accurate research tool

to mine the city network structure by using the big data of

regional population migration, economic cooperation

and transportation. At the same time, the dynamic

change process of city network density also deserves further

study.
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